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ABSTRACT
In the present days of increasing of technology so many developments have been occurred in the past
years in order to grow with the technology we all should be upgraded with the technology not only in the
computers stream but we had got a lot of technology in the construction and structural designing .Apart
from the latest technology of construction and structural designing on of the technology is flat slabs. A
flat slab is a one-way or two-way system with thickenings in the slab at the columns and load bearing
walls called ‘drop panels. Drop panels act as T-beams over the supports. They increase the shear capacity
and the stiffness of the floor system under vertical loads, thus increasing the economical span range. This
form of construction has become less popular in recent years because of the limit on economical spans of
about 9.5 m for reinforced slabs and about 12 m for pre-stressed slabs. Reinforced flat slabs may need to
be sensibly pre-cambered (not overdone) to control deflection.
Mainly my thesis deals with the behavior of multi storied flat slab building due to lateral forces with and
without shear walls . so I will study the analysis and design and about the behavior of building with shear
wall and another with flat slab without shear wall. As we cannot improve the technology but my intention
is to study about the latest technologies in the field of structural designing
INTRODUCTION:
Earthquake Load :The seismic weight of
building is the sum of seismic weight of all the
floors. The seismic weight of each floor is its
full dead load plus appropriate amount of
imposed load, the latter being that part of the
imposed loads that may reasonably be expected
to be attached to the structure at the time of
earthquake shaking. It includes the weight of
permanent and movable partitions, permanent
equipment, a part of the live load, etc. While
computing the seismic weight of columns and

walls in any storey shall be equally distributed to
the floors above and below the storey.
Earthquake forces experienced by a building
result from ground motions (accelerations)
which are also fluctuating or dynamic in nature,
in fact they reverse direction some what
chaotically. The magnitude of an earthquake
force depends on the magnitude of an
earthquake, distance from the earthquake
source(epicenter), local ground conditions that
may amplify ground shaking (or dampen it), the
weight(or mass) of the structure, and the type of
structural system and its ability to with stand
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abusive cyclic loading. In theory and practice,
the lateral force that a building experiences from
an earthquake increases in direct proportion with
the acceleration of ground motion at the building
site and the mass of the building (i.e., a doubling
in ground motion acceleration or building mass
will double the load).This theory rests on the
simplicity and validity of Newton’s law of
physics: F = m x a, where ‘F’ represents force,
‘m’ represents mass or weight, and ‘a’
represents acceleration. For example, as a car
accelerates forward, a force is imparted to the
driver through the seat to push him forward with
the car(this force is equivalent to the weight of
the driver multiplied by the acceleration or rate
of change in speed of the car). As the brake is
applied, the car is decelerated and a force is
imparted to the driver by the seatbelt to push
him back toward the seat. Similarly, as the
ground accelerates back and forth during an
earthquake it imparts back-and-forth(cyclic)
forces to a building through its foundation which
is forced to move with the ground. One can
imagine a very light structure such as fabric tent
that will be undamaged in almost any earthquake
but it will not survive high wind. The reason is
the low mass (weight) of the tent. Therefore,
residential
buildings
generally
perform
reasonably well in earthquakes but are more
vulnerable in high-wind load prone areas.
Regardless, the proper amount of bracing is
required in both cases
Literature Review
 Fayazuddin Ahmed Syed et al. proposed
a flat plate floor system with and
without shear wall, the Shear walls with
flat plates contribute towards reducing
the column axial force even in the
middle frame region also. In the case of
other building frames there is similar
reduction in column axial force when
wind is acting

 Husam Omar, Glenn Morris [6] they
studied a review about a Procedure
which is described for performing a
linear structural analysis of laterally
loaded three-dimensional flat plate
structures, with or without shear walls.
 H.S. Kim, D.G. Lee they studied a
review about the Flat Plate system
which has been adopted in many
buildings constructed recently due to the
advantage of reduced floor heights to
meet the economical and architectural
demands.
 Mohamed Abdel et al, studied the base
shear ratio, period of vibration and
displacement for six and ten storey
building using Etabs. All models were
studied using various shear wall
locations and they identified that an
appropriate FE model of SW dominant
flat-plate R/C buildings, which can be
used to study its dynamic behavior.
 Ms. Navyashree K and Sahana T.S
(2014) “Use of Flat slabs in MultiStorey Commercial building situated in
High Seismic Zone” In this work six
number of conventional RC frame and
Flat Slab buildings of G+3, G+8, and
G+12 storey building models are
considered. The performance of flat slab
and the vulnerability of frame and flat
slab models under different load
conditions were studied and for the
analysis, seismic zone IV is considered.
The analysis is done with using ETABS
software. The object of this work is to
compare the behaviour of multi-storey
commercial buildings having flat slabs
and conventional RC frame with that of
having two way slabs with beams and to
study the effect of height of the building
on the performance of these two types of
buildings under seismic forces. It gives a
good source of information on the
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parameters lateral displacement, storey
drift, storey shear, column moments
axial forces and time period
HISTORY
OF
ENGINEERING

STRUCTURAL

Cross wire Cross wire -- hard drawn smooth
wire as holding wire hard drawn smooth wire as
holding wire H8-800mm c/c for main wire
diameter > 10mm H8-800mm c/c for main wire
diameter > 10mm H7-800mm c/c for main wire
diameter of 10mm and above.

For The history of structural engineering we
have to go atleast 2700 bc when the first
pyramid was built by Imhotep that were the
most common major structures built by ancient
civilizations because it is a structural form which
is inherently stable and can be almost infinitely
scaled (as opposed to most other structural
forms, which cannot be linearly increased in size
in proportion to increased loads).
Another feat from the structural engineering is
quant water management system which was
developed at the time of medes, the preceders of
Persian empire which as the oldest and longest
quant which is older than 3000 years and longer
than 71km which has spread to other cultures
which is having contact with the Persian empire.
Throughout these constructions of ancient and
medieval there is no thought of architects and
structural engineering in existence. In those days
construction was done by artisians, carpenters to
role the master building And there is no theory
of structures existed and understanding of how
structures were existed extremely limited and
based almost entirely on the empirical evidence
of what had worked before. This is the structure
which is done without knowledge of S.E

FAILURES IN FLAT SLABS:There are two
main failures in flat slabs:
1. Flexural failure
2. Punching shear failure
1. Flexural failure: Slabs are designed to fail by
flexural failure, the failure mode is ductile
therefore giving relatively large deflections
under excessive loading, also cracks will appear
on the bottom surface before failure occurs.
These signs allow the problem to be addressed
before failure occurs.

DETAILING OF FLAT SLABS:
1. TYPE OF REINFORCEMENT:
F-mesh: A mesh formed by main wire with
cross wire at a fixed spacing of 800 mm
Main wire - hard drawn ribbed wire with
diameter and spacing as per design #
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Punching shear failure: Punching shear failure
by comparison is a brittle failure mode when
shear reinforcement is not added, meaning
failure will occur before significant deflections
take place, in addition to this any cracks that will
develop before failure will propagate from the
top surface. Since this surface is typically
covered, it is unlikely that there will be
sufficient warning available before failure
occurs. However, Thornsteinsson noted that it
can be difficult to classify a failure mode to be
an ideal representation of either flexural or
punching shear failure and instead these modes
often interact.

SHEAR WALL:
A Shear wall is a structural system composed of
braced panels (also known as shear panels) to
counter the effects of lateral load (i.e wind and
seismic loads) acting on a structure are the most
common loads that shear walls are designed to
carry. Under several building codes including
the international code (where it is called a
braced wall line) and uniform building code all
exterior wall lines in wood or steel frame
construction must be braced. Depending on the
size of the building some interior walls must be
braced as well.
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2. Horizontal loads: The horizontal loads
comprises of wind load and earthquake load.
3. LONGITUDINAL LOADS: The longitudinal
loads i.e. tractive and braking forces are
considered in special case of design of bridges,
gantry girders etc.
Dead load: Dead loads are permanent or
stationary loads which are transferred to
structure throughout the life span. Dead load is
primarily due to self weight of structural
members, permanent partition walls, fixed
permanent equipments and weight of different
materials.
Imposed loads or live loads: Live loads are
either movable or moving loads without any
acceleration or impact. There are assumed to be
produced by the intended use or occupancy of
the building including weights of movable
partitions or furniture etc. The floor slabs have
to be designed to carry either uniformly
distributed loads or concentrated loads
whichever produce greater stresses in the part
under consideration. Since it is unlikely that any
one particular time all floors will not be
simultaneously carrying maximum loading, the
code permits some reduction in imposed loads in
designing columns, load bearing walls, piers
supports and foundations.
TYPES OF LOADS ACTING ON THE
STRUCTURE:
Generally the loads are classified as
1.Vertical loads

Impact loads: Impact load is caused by vibration
or impact or acceleration. Thus, impact load is
equal to imposed load incremented by some
percentage called impact factor or impact
allowance depending upon the intensity of
impact.

2. Horizontal loads
3. Longitudinal loads.
1. Vertical loads: The vertical loads consist of
dead load, live load and impact load.

Wind loads: Wind load is primarily horizontal
load caused by the movement of air relative to
earth. Wind load is required to be considered in
design especially when the heath of the building
exceeds two times the dimensions transverse to
the exposed wind surface. For low rise building
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say up to four to five storeys, the wind load is
not critical because the moment of resistance
provided by the continuity of floor system to
column connection and walls provided between
columns are sufficient to accommodate the
effect of these forces. Further in limit state
method the factor for design load is reduced to
1.2 (DL+LL+WL) when wind is considered as
against the factor of 1.5(DL+LL) when wind is
not considered. IS 1893 (part 3) code book is to
be used for design purpose
Seismic load: Earthquake loads are horizontal
loads caused by the earthquake and shall be
computed in accordance with IS 1893. For
monolithic reinforced concrete structures located
in the seismic zone 2, and 3 without more than 5
storey high and importance factor less than 1,
the seismic forces are not critical.
LATERAL LOADS
STRUCTURE:

ACTING

ON

A

Lateral loads means which act two wards
horizontal side of the structure. Typical lateral
loads would be a wind load against a facade, an
earthquake, the earth pressure against a beach
front retaining wall or the earth pressure against
a basement wall. Most lateral loads vary in
intensity depending on the building's geographic
location, structural materials, height and shape.
The dynamic effects of wind and earthquake
loads are usually analyzed as an equivalent static
load in most small and moderate-sized buildings.
Others must utilize the iterative potential of the
computer. The design wind and earthquake loads
on a building are substantially more complex
than the following brief discussion and simple
examples would indicate. The Indian standard
code describes the design wind load
determination in more detail for the various parts
of the India.
Wind loads : The most common lateral load is a
wind load. The Eiffel Tower is one example of a

building which has a structure that was designed
to resist a high wind load. Wind against a
building builds up a positive pressure on the
windward side and a negative pressure (or
suction) on the leeward side. Depending upon
the shape of the structure it may also cause a
negative pressure on the side walls or even the
roof. The pressure on the walls and roof is not
uniform, but varies across the surface. Winds
can apply loads to structures from unexpected
directions. Thus, a designer must be well aware
of the dangers implied by this lateral load. The
magnitude of the pressure that acts upon the
surfaces is proportional to the square of the wind
speed.
Wind loads vary around the world.
Meteorological data collected by national
weather services are one of the most reliable
sources of wind data. Factors that effect the
wind load include the geographic location,
elevation, degree of exposure, relationship to
nearby structures, building height and size,
direction of prevailing winds, velocity of
prevailing winds and positive or negative
pressures due to architectural design features
(atriums, entrances, or other openings). All of
these factors are taken into account when the
lateral loads on the facades are calculated. It is
often necessary to examine more than one wind
load case. For this course, it will be assumed that
wind loads, as well as the pressure they develop
upon wall and roof elements, are static and
uniform. They actually not only pound a
structure with a constantly oscillating force, but
also increase as a building increases in height.
The loading of a tower can be very roughly
approximated by an evenly distributed load. It is
a vertical cantilever. The applet below allows
you to investigate the variables which influence
the structural behavior of a tall, thin tower. It
does not represent actual methods of calculating
the total wind force on a tall building. It is
intended to demonstrate the interaction between
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the accuracy of the equations which govern the
structural behavior variables govern the
structural behavior variables.

place. The shifting of the ground is so rapid that
the tower cannot "keep up."
Software used for the project:

EARTHQUAKE LOADS:
Earthquake loads are another lateral live load.
They are very complex, uncertain, and
potentially more damaging than wind loads. It is
quite fortunate that they do not occur frequently.
The earthquake creates ground movements that
can be categorized as a "shake," "rattle," and a
"roll." Every structure in an earthquake zone
must be able to withstand all three of these
loadings of different intensities. Although the
ground under a structure may shift in any
direction, only the horizontal components of this
movement are usually considered critical in a
structural analysis. It is assumed that a loadbearing structure which supports properly
calculated design loads for vertical dead and live
loads are adequate for the vertical component of
the earthquake. The "static equivalent load"
method is used to design most small and
moderate-sized buildings.
The lateral load resisting systems for earthquake
loads are similar to those for wind loads. Both
are designed as if they are horizontally applied
to the structural system. The wind load is
considered to be more of a constant force while
the earthquake load is almost instantaneous. The
wind load is an external force, the magnitude of
which depends upon the height of the building,
the velocity of the wind and the amount of
surface area that the wind "attacks." The
magnitude earthquake load depends up the mass
of the structure, the stiffness of the structural
system and the acceleration of the surface of the
earth. It can be seen that the application of these
two types of loads is very different. This is a
representation of the movement of a free
standing water tower in an earthquake. It can be
seen that the as the ground moves, the initial
tendency is for the water tower to remain in

ETABS 15.0.0 from Computers and Structures,
Inc.
About ETABS:
ETABS (Extended Three Dimensional Analysis
Of Building Systems)
ETABS is the most innovative and advanced
design tool, it is an ultimate integrated design
software for the analysis and design of high rise
structures incorporating more than 30 years of
continuous research and development. it is most
advanced tool than all other design tools which
are available now a days.
ETABS is based on finite element analysis,
which is able to do both linear and non-linear
analysis

It has a pictorial interpretation tool which makes
it possible to see the deformed shape, bending
moments, Shear force diagrams etc.. presented
in 2D and 3D views due to various load
combinations and lateral loads like gravity,
seismic loads , wind loads etc.. which enables
the designer to make better understanding about
design and helps to make necessary
modifications to get an economical design .
ETABS also features interoperability with
related software products which enables us to
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import architectural models from various design
softwares and also we can export to various
platforms and file formats which enables the
designer to make thorough and detailed analysis
and design of various individual components of
the model at various stages.
It is the most advanced and automatic tool, the
strong point in using ETABS is its intellectual
model handling. Because of that it is able to
take most safer and least possible smaller
sections from the given list of available sections
for analysis and design, which resulting the most
economical design with
ultimate safety
conditions from design stage through stress
analysis and detailing
ETABS may perform both static and dynamic
analysis, including the calculation of vibration
modes and time-history analysis. It also supports
material and geometrical nonlinearity.
ETABS is an engineering software which
provides to do multi-storey building analysis and
design. Modeling tools and templates, codebased load prescriptions, analysis methods and
solution techniques, all coordinate with the gridlike geometry unique to this class of structure.
Basic or advanced systems under static or
dynamic conditions may be evaluated using
ETABS. For a sophisticated assessment of
seismic performance, modal and directintegration time-history analyses may couple
with P-Delta and Large Displacement effects.
Nonlinear links and concentrated PMM or fiber
hinges may capture material nonlinearity under
monotonic or hysteretic behavior. Intuitive and
integrated features make applications of any
complexity
practical
to
implement.
Interoperability with a series of design and
documentation platforms makes ETABS a
coordinated and productive tool for designs
which range from simple 2D frames to elaborate
modern high-rises. ETABS Knowledge Base
Includes,

 Modeling of Structural Systems
 Loading, Analysis, and Design
Useful characteristics of ETABS
1. ETABS is the solution for designing a simple
2D frame or performing a
dynamic analysis
of a complex high-rise structure that utilizes
non-linear dampers for inter-story drift control.
2.Useful for Design of Buildings with Moment
Resisting Frames, Braced Frames, Shear Wall
Systems, Sloped Roofs, Ramps and Parking
Structures, Multiple Tower Buildings, or
Stepped Diaphragm Systems with Concrete
Floors, Composite Steel Decks or Steel Joist
Floor Framing Systems.
3.ETABS has been developed specifically for
multi-story building structures, such as office
buildings, apartments and hospitals. Also
modeling of any kind of slab like grid / waffle
slab, flat slab, ribbed slab becomes very easy
with the help of this software.
4.For earthquake analysis ETABS has inbuilt IS
1893 spectrum. This simplifies the definition of
earthquake load.
5.Input tables help in viewing 'Auto Seismic
load' to Diaphragms and stories.
6.Static and dynamic analysis of any kind of
buildings becomes easy. Also it has inbuilt
design load combinations for analysis and
design as per specified code.
7.Design output results clearly show the steps of
design.
Advantages Of Etabs
 Graphic input and editing for easy and
fast model generation
 3D generation through plan and
elevation views fast model generation
using the concept of similar stories
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 Easy editing through move, merge,
mirror and copy methods
 Multiple viewing windows
 Graphic input of cross sections of any
geometry and material
DISADVANTAGES OF ETABS:
 ETABS is great tool for dealing with
RCC frame and steel frame structures
according to the established building
codes. You cannot perform nonlinear
analysis in ETABS; it has limited ability
e.g. for pushover You can model
masonry but it is not the best tool for
masonry because you can only remain in
elastic region, and you do not have
control on element type.
 Likewise, it is not suitable for water
tanks as well, especially underground
water tanks.
 You cannot perform soil-structure
interaction, which is the on of the reason
that its is not suitable for underground
water tanks.
Discussion on Results:
When a structure is subjected to earthquake,
it responds by vibrating. An example force
can be resolved into three mutually
perpendicular directions- two horizontal
directions (X and Y directions) and the
vertical direction (Z). This motion causes
the structure to vibrate or shake in all three
directions; the predominant direction of
shaking is horizontal. All the structures are
primarily designed for gravity loadsforce.equal to mass time’s gravity in the
vertical direction. Because of the inherent
factor used in the design specifications, most
structures tend to be adequately protected
against
vertical
shaking.
Vertical
acceleration should also be considered in
structures with large spans those in which

stability for design, or for overall stability
analysis of structures. The basic intent of
design theory for earthquake resistant
structures is that buildings should be able to
resist minor earthquakes without damage,
resist moderate earthquakes without
structural damage but with some nonstructural damage. To avoid collapse during
a major earthquake, Members must be
ductile enough to absorb and dissipate
energy by post elastic deformation.
Redundancy in the structural system permits
redistribution of internal forces in the event
of the failure of key elements. When the
primary element or system yields or fails,
the lateral force can be redistributed to a
secondary system to prevent progressive
failure. IS 1893 (part- 1) Code recommends
that detailed dynamic analysis, or pseudo
static analysis should be carries out
depending on the importance of the
problems. IS 1893 (part- 1) Recommends
use of model analysis using response
spectrum method and equivalent lateral
force method for building of height less than
40m in all seismic zones as safe., but
practically there may be the building which
are more than 40m in height. So there exist
so many problems due to the increase in
height of the structure. The earthquake
resistant structures are constructed using IS
1893 part-1 and there are some assumptions
to be made in the design according to the
codal provisions and these assumptions
account to one of the uncertainties that occur
in the design starting from mix design to
workmanship and many other
The following assumptions shall be made in
the earthquake resistant design of structures:
Earthquake causes impulsive ground
motions, which are complex and irregular in
character, changing in period and amplitude
each lasting for a small duration. Therefore,
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resonance of the type as visualized under
steady-state sinusoidal excitations will not
occur as it would need time to buildup such
amplitudes. The structural prototype is
prepared and lots of data is been collected
from the prototype. All the aspects such as
safety of structure in shear, moment and in
story drift have been collected. So now to
check whether to know whether the structure
is safe with established shear walls and all
construction of core wall in the center we
need to compare the graphical values of
structure with the shear wall and a simple
rigid frame structure.
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Figure showing that the bending moment with
shear wall.

Figure showing the moment results.

Figure showing the diagpharam when the lateral
forces are acting.
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Conclusion:
1.It is evident from the observing result that
the shear wall are making value of torsion
very low. and without shear wall torsion is
high.
2.It is evident from the observing result that
for combination loads 1.2 DLLLEQX &
1.2DLLLEQY ,maximum value of moment
at story one and minimum value of shear
force also changes its sign form -ve to +ve.
3.Based on the analysis and discussion shear
wall are very much suitable for resisting
earthquake induced lateral forces in
multistoried structural systems when
compared to multistoried structural systems

whit out shear walls. They can be made to
behave in a ductile manner by adopting
proper detailing techniques. Shear walls
must provide the necessary lateral strength
to resist horizontal earthquake forces. When
shear walls are strong enough, they will
transfer these horizontal forces to the next
element in the load path below them, such as
other shear walls, floors, foundation walls,
slabs or footings. For the columns located
away from the shear wall the Bending
Moment is high and shear force is less when
compared with the columns connected to the
shear wall. VIII. Shear walls also provide
lateral stiffness to prevent the roof or floor
above from excessive side-sway. When
shear walls are stiff enough, they will
prevent floor and roof framing members
from moving off their supports. X. Also,
buildings that are sufficiently stiff will
usually suffer less nonstructural damage.
The vertical reinforcement that is uniformly
distributed in the shear wall shall not be less
than the horizontal reinforcement .This
provision is particularly for squat walls (i.e.
Height-to-width ratio is about 1.0).However
,for walls whit height-to-width ratio less
than 1.0, a major part of the shear force is
resisted by the vertical reinforcement.
Hence, adequate vertical reinforcement
should be provided for such walls.
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